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Abstract

Spike camera, a new type of neuromorphic visual sensor that imitates the sampling mechanism of the primate fovea, can capture photons and output 40000 Hz binary spike streams. Benefiting from the asynchronous sampling mechanism, the spike camera can record fast-moving objects and clear images can be recovered from the spike stream at any specified timestamps without motion blurring. Despite these, due to the dense time sequence information of the discrete spike stream, it is not easy to directly apply the existing algorithms of traditional cameras to the spike camera. Therefore, it is necessary and interesting to explore a universally effective representation of dense spike streams to better fit various network architectures. In this paper, we propose to mine temporal-robust features of spikes in time-frequency space with wavelet transforms. We present a novel Wavelet-Guided Spike Enhancing (WGSE) paradigm consisting of three consecutive steps: multi-level wavelet transform, CNN-based learnable module, and inverse wavelet transform. With the assistance of WGSE, the new streaming representation of spikes can be learned. We demonstrate the effectiveness of WGSE on two downstream tasks, achieving state-of-the-art performance on the image reconstruction task and getting considerable performance on semantic segmentation. Furthermore, We build a new spike-based synthesized dataset for semantic segmentation. Code and Datasets are available at https://github.com/Leozhangjiyuan/WGSE-SpikeCamera.

Introduction

Inspired by the sampling mechanism of the fovea retina, a new type of neuromorphic sensor named spike camera (Huang et al. 2022; Dong, Huang, and Tian 2017) has been developed and achieves a sampling rate of 40000 Hz. Different from the event camera (Gallego et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2021; Brandl et al. 2014; Lichtsteiner, Posch, and Delbruck 2008; Moeyes et al. 2018; Posch, Matolin, and Wohlgemann 2011; Huang, Guo, and Chen 2017) that records the relative light intensity difference, the spike camera encodes the absolute light intensity information. The asynchronous firing mechanism of the spike camera brings the distinctive properties of high-speed sampling, low energy consumption, and high dynamic range. In contrast, the traditional camera collects dozens of images per second, inevitably having a time-domain blind area.

Many researchers have begun to develop computer vision algorithms suitable for the spike camera, including image reconstruction (Zhu et al. 2020, 2021; Zheng et al. 2021; Nie et al. 2020; Zhao, Xiong, and Huang 2020; Zhao et al. 2021, 2022a; She and Qing 2022), denoising (Xu et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2022), detection (Li et al. 2022a), tracking and recognition of high-speed moving objects (Huang et al. 2022; Zhao et al. 2022b), depth estimation and optical flow estimation (Hu et al. 2022a). Despite these, due to the dense time sequence information and discrete data of the spike camera, it is not easy to directly apply the existing algorithms of traditional cameras to the spike camera. Therefore, mining a general and universal representation for dense spike streams that contain temporal-ordered sequential information and more explicit features of spike data, so that it can properly apply the existing ecology, has become an exciting and necessary exploration direction.

When receiving external stimuli, the photoreceptor accumulates photon energy and converts them into the spike...
stream. Its essence is that the spike firing rate reflects the light intensity. Thus, the time-frequency information displayed by the spike sequence in temporal order is a good representation of the stimulation information of the external scene. As the current spectral analysis tool, wavelet transform can not only investigate the frequency-domain characteristics of local time-domain processes, but also the time-domain characteristics of local frequency-domain processes (Strang and Nguyen 1996). The original signal is decomposed by a multi-scale wavelet transform to obtain wavelet coefficients. In turn, the wavelet coefficients can also be used to reconstruct the original signal without difference and redundancy. Previous studies have shown that using non-redundant wavelets can well characterize high-dimensional data (Jia et al. 2022).

For example, when completing the reconstruction task, the spike stream gets wavelet coefficients of different levels through wavelet transform, and the multi-scale time-frequency information contains all the contents conducive to reconstruction. However, relying only on the time-frequency information in the wavelet coefficients, and integrating the rough manually selected features based on experience, will make the manual features hard to adapt to new tasks and datasets (shown in Fig. 1).

Recent achievements in deep learning have led to renewed interest among researchers using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to investigate topics in computer vision. Therefore, based on the natural time-frequency information carriers such as wavelet coefficients and the strong integration ability of CNN, we propose a lightweight module called wavelet-guided spike enhancing (WGSE). The original spike stream is integrated and enhanced by WGSE, and the output of the new data stream can be directly used for various downstream tasks. WGSE is divided into three steps: the first part is to obtain multi-level wavelet coefficients from spikes through discrete wavelet transform (DWT); secondly, further integrate the wavelet coefficients using a CNN module; Thirdly, the learned wavelet coefficients are reconstructed into a new streaming representation by inverse DWT. We connect it with various networks designed for various visual tasks to conduct end-to-end training. Experimental results demonstrate better representations being learned by WGSE which improves performance on two visual tasks. Our contributions can be summarized as followings:

- We first propose a robust representation for spikes by data-driven method, preserving rich temporal information and efficient feature for spike-based visual tasks.
- We make the first attempt at studying spike streams in the time-frequency space by DWT and propose a novel wavelet-guided spike enhancing module that learns to augment wavelet coefficients of spikes.
- We demonstrate the effectiveness of our module for two downstream tasks. Firstly, on image reconstruction, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance. Secondly, we explore semantic segmentation on spikes for the first time and get considerable performance.
- We propose a new synthetic dataset ‘Spike-Cityscapes’ for semantic segmentation based on the spike streams, which may facilitate future studies on the spike camera.

Related Works

Advances on Visual Tasks Using Spike Camera

Attributed to the special sampling mechanism, not only can spike camera record scenes with very-fast moving objects, it can reconstruct clear images at any specified timestamps. It is the plenty of spatial-temporal information implicitly contained in the spike streams that counts much.

In recent years, research on the spike camera has made great progress. Most of them studied on solve common visual tasks. We approximately divided them into two directions. Firstly, image reconstruction from spikes, as the most basic and initial task, has been explored in depth. Dong et al. (2017) recover the intensity simply by counting the number of spikes with a time window or directly deducing from the interval between adjacent spikes. Zheng et al. (2021) develop a high-speed reconstruction approach through the short-term plasticity (STP) mechanism of the brain (Tsodyks and Markram 1997; Tsodyks, Pawelzik, and Markram 1998). Zhu et al. (2020) propose a reconstruction framework using spiking neural networks, while Zhao et al. (2021) propose the first deep learning model which achieves state-of-the-art performance. Hereafter, She et al. (2022) introduce Transformer architecture to implement image reconstruction. Secondly, solving various downstream visual tasks from spikes. Hu et al. (2022a) take the first step on spike-based optical flow estimation, and Li et al. (2022a) explore object detection based on spikes.

In summary, many methods are learning-based and always try to figure out the common question that how to mine more effective features carrying strong spatial-temporal correlations from the spike streams.

Wavelet Transforms

Wavelet transform can be expressed as a group of multi-scale high-pass filters and low-pass filters. First, different filters are used to find the frequency information contained in the signal, and then the filter slides on the original signal to realize the positioning of its frequency information. Therefore, it has become a multi-resolution analysis tool widely used in signal processing, digital image processing, and image or video compression (Sakar et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2018; Pan et al. 2022; Liu et al. 2020; Suzuki 2020). Some neuroscience researchers have shown that wavelet decomposition and information theory can be combined to encode neural signals such as the spike stream, calcium signal, and EEG signal (Lopes-dos Santos et al. 2015, 2018; Jia et al. 2022). It is found that the non-redundant wavelet can well characterize the neural response of a single neuron or even the population in a certain state.

Combining CNN with wavelet transform has attracted more attention in recent years, which benefits many low-level visual tasks. Liu et al. (2018) utilize DWT to balance receptive field size and computational efficiency and achieve impressive performance on image restoration tasks. In addition, many works make progress on super-resolution (SR) (Huang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2022b). Yang et al. (2020)
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Figure 2: Illustration of how the spike camera firing spikes when light intensity changing caused by a moving object.

enhance the performance of image deraining by operating channel attention after wavelet transform. Li et al. (2022) segments images by applying DWT and learning better low-frequency components by CNN. Chen et al. (2018) developed the wavelet-like auto-encoder, providing a general method for neural network acceleration. We regard CNN as a selector and enhancer for wavelet coefficients of such dense and irregular 0-1 spike streams, whose results may benefit various downstream tasks for spike cameras.

Preliminaries: Mechanisms of Spike Camera

The spike camera senses the arrival of the photon through its array of special units. Every units that corresponds to each pixel on the imaging plane asynchronously integrates the intensity of photons. Specifically, each unit has three components: the photoreceptor always receives photons, the accumulator converts the intensity of photons into electricity and integrates the voltage, and the comparator determines if the voltage achieves the preset threshold. When the recorded voltage of a unit reaches the pre-defined threshold Θ, a spike is triggered and the voltage will be reset to 0. The mechanism can be formulated as:

\[ \int_{t}^{t_{i}} \alpha I(t)dt = \Theta, i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \]  (1)

where \( I(t) \) describes the intensity of a photon, \( t_{i} \) denotes the firing times of the \( i \)-th spikes, and \( \alpha \) is the preset photoelectric conversion rate. The backend circuit synchronously reads out discrete signals \( S \) with a constant interval \( \delta t = 25\mu s \). For the pixel at \((x, y)\) at the readout time \( T_{n} = n \cdot \delta t \) \((n = 1, 2, \ldots)\), \( S(x, y, n) = 1 \) if a spike fired at \((x, y)\) at time \( t \) that \( T_{n} - \delta t < t \leq T_{n} \), else \( S(x, y, n) = 0 \). Thus for an interval with \( T \) times readout, the output binary spike streams \( S \) is in size of \( H \times W \times T \), where \( H, W \) is the spatial resolution. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of when a car is driving through the scene. The background scene is darker than the surface of the car. Intuitively, the more frequent spikes triggered, the higher the brightness, which can be seen from the red dot in the figure.

Methods

Our method aims to learn a better representation of spikes that effectively assists various visual tasks. Specifically, we first decompose the spike stream with the DWT in the temporal domain into multi-level high-pass components and one low-pass component. Secondly, we build a compact, tiny but efficient module, temporal residual CNN (TRCNN), which deals with the original components and output new components through a learning process. In the end, we recover the new stream \( S' \) with the same size of \( H \times W \times T \) by inverse wavelet transform. We name the above model as wavelet-guided spike enhancing (WGSE) module \( M_{\text{WGSE}} \), which outputs the new representation for spikes. The overview of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 3. To train and validate the scheme, we choose image reconstruction as our first visual task. Besides, we also validate our proposed scheme on semantic segmentation on the spike streams which is also an essential task for parsing scenes using spike camera and has not been explored.

Discrete Wavelet Transform on Spike Streams

Wavelet transform is a local transform in time-frequency space, which performs multi-scale analysis of signals through scaling and translation operations. In the process of wavelet decomposition, the wavelet bases used are finite in length and energy concentrated, which can obtain various frequencies contained in the signal and also locate the specific location in the time domain. In general, 1-D DWT will use a group of decomposition filters \( D_{L}, D_{H} \) and reconstruction filters \( R_{L}, R_{H} \) to complete the decomposition and reconstruction of signals.

For the spike data \( S \), the spike stream fired by the photoreceptor in row \( i \) and column \( j \) is denoted as \( s_{ij} \). The specific process of decomposition is to use a low-pass filter \( D_{L} \) and a high-pass filter \( D_{H} \) to convolute and downsample the signal \( s_{ij} \), so as to obtain low-frequency wavelet coefficients \( s_{ij}^{L} \) and high-frequency wavelet coefficients \( s_{ij}^{H} \). The data \( s_{ij} \) can be reconstructed by using the reconstruction filter to operate the up-sampled wavelet coefficients. The process can be formulated as followings:

\[ s_{ij}^{L} = (2 \downarrow)(D_{L} \ast s_{ij}), \quad s_{ij}^{H} = (2 \downarrow)(D_{H} \ast s_{ij}), \]  (2)

\[ s_{ij}^{L} = (2 \uparrow)(R_{L} \ast s_{ij}^{L}) + (2 \uparrow)(R_{H} \ast s_{ij}^{H}), \]  (3)

where, \((2 \downarrow)\) and \((2 \uparrow)\) denote down-sampling and up-sampling, respectively. \( \ast \) represents a convolution operation. Arrange the low-frequency wavelet coefficients decomposed by the spike stream of all photoreceptors together to obtain the low-frequency coefficient matrix \( F_{L1} \). Similarly, the high-frequency coefficient matrix \( F_{H1} \) can be obtained. The above are the details of the wavelet transform of the first level. In the process of multi-level wavelet decomposition, we will continue to use the decomposition filters to further decompose the low-frequency coefficients of the previous level. After the decomposition of 5 layers, finally the wavelet coefficients \( F = \{ F_{H1}, F_{H2}, F_{H3}, F_{H4}, F_{H5}, F_{L5} \} \) are obtained.

We use the Daubechies(db) wavelet because it is an orthogonal wavelet and can be easily realized by the fast wavelet transform. In addition, the Daubechies wavelet is often used in signal compression and denoising, so the wavelet coefficients can not only represent the spike data but also
Wavelet-Guided Spike Enhancing Module

After DWT on spike streams along the temporal axis, we aim to learn more robust features from the wavelet coefficients in time-frequency space or, in other words, adjust coefficients separately on different high and low-frequency passes. With the wavelet coefficients $F$ after decomposing spikes $S$ by filter bank $\{D_{H1}, D_{H2}, ..., D_{Hk}\}$, we use a CNN-based feature extraction module $f$ (as shown in Fig. 3(b)) dealing with the coefficients.

We design the module from the perspective of simplicity, lightweight, and effectiveness. It simply consists of several convolutional layers and activation layers attached to a skip connection. For each $F_i$ in $F$, with the size of $H \times W \times C_i$ where $C_i$ is the number of coefficients channels which is time-ordered, we get $F'_i = f(F_i; \theta)$ with $\theta$ denoting the parameter to be optimized in the module $f$. Specifically, each $F_i$ firstly inputs to two consecutive temporal CNN layers with a ReLU layer in the middle, getting the residual feature $F_i^{res}$ and output $F_i^{mid}$ after adding to $F_i$. The module finally outputs $F'_i$ after inputting $F_i^{mid}$ through a temporal CNN layer with a ReLU. The computational process can be formulated as:

$$F_i^{mid} = ReLU(F_i \ast W_{conv1}) \ast W_{conv2} + F_i,$$  
(4)

$$F'_i = ReLU(F_i^{mid} \ast W_{conv3}),$$  
(5)

where $\ast$ denotes the convolution operation and $W_{conv1}, W_{conv2}, W_{conv3}$ are weight matrix in three convolutional layers. It is worth mentioning that the $\otimes$ can be done with Conv1d or with Conv2d, Conv3d. We prefer Conv1d as our standard implementation because it is very lightweight and with considerably good results. It also keeps the time order of signals, which is an important factor for good performance. Experiments in ablation studies give a detailed analysis of three implementations.

Figure 3: Architecture overview of Wavelet-Guided Spike Enhancing module. $\{D_{H1}, D_{H2}, ..., D_{Hk}\}$ represents high-pass filters while $\{D_{L1}, D_{L2}, ..., D_{Lk}\}$ are low-pass filters. 2 ↓ denotes $2 \times$ downsampling and 2 ↑ denotes $2 \times$ upsampling.

Figure 4: Downstream network for image reconstruction.

Figure 5: Sketches of PSPNet(Zhao et al. 2017) and Segformer(Xie et al. 2021) for semantic segmentation.
inverse wavelet transform. We denote the above process as 
\( S' = \mathcal{f}_{\text{WGSE}}(S : \theta_{\text{WGSE}}) \). Due to the same variable size between \( S \) and \( S' \), for networks adopted for downstream tasks, we only need to add such lightweight \( M_{\text{WGSE}} \) at the head position. We collectively denote downstream networks as \( M_{\text{task}} \), the prediction result as \( \hat{Y}_{\text{task}} \) and the corresponding label as \( Y_{\text{gt}} \). Thus, the whole computing process can be formulated as:

\[
\hat{Y}_{\text{task}} = f_{M_{\text{task}}} (f_{M_{\text{WGSE}}}(S : \theta_{M_{\text{WGSE}}}) : \theta_{M_{\text{task}}}) \tag{6}
\]

Firstly, we aim to fully explore and demonstrate the effectiveness of the \( M_{\text{WGSE}} \) on image reconstruction. Thus there is no carefully designed architecture for it. Instead, we simply use sequential CNN layers with a small number of residual blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The prediction layer is one convolutional layer that outputs a reconstructed image with the size of \( H \times W \times 1 \).

To further validate the efficiency of \( M_{\text{WGSE}} \), we choose semantic segmentation (SS), a more complicated visual task. At this step, we pick PSPNet (Zhao et al. 2017) and Segformer (Xie et al. 2021) as structures of the task network \( M_{\text{seg}} \), whose sketches are shown in Fig. 5. PSPNet is a typical model for SS which contains an efficient pyramid pooling module and fully convolutional networks (FCN). Segformer is one of the state-of-the-art methods on SS for images that adopts popular Transformer architecture. It consists of hierarchical Transformer blocks for encoder and aggregates information with multilayer perceptron (MLP) decoders. They are typical networks implemented with CNN and MLP architecture. To fit the spike stream \( S \) into the network, we change the input channels of the network with \( T \) and add the \( M_{\text{WGSE}} \) as the head of the network.

**Loss Functions**

**Image Reconstruction** The recovered gray-scale image \( \hat{Y}_{\text{rec}} \) and the ground-truth image \( Y_{\text{gt}}^{\text{rec}} \) are in size of \( H \times W \times 1 \). We simply use L1 loss to optimize the network, which can be formulated as followings where \( n \) is the number of valid ground truth pixels:

\[
L_{\text{rec}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} | \hat{Y}_{\text{rec}}(i) - Y_{\text{gt}}^{\text{rec}}(i) | \tag{7}
\]

**Semantic Segmentation** Networks output matrix \( \hat{Y}_{\text{seg}} \) represents the probability of class for each pixel. It is in size of \( H \times W \times C \), where \( C \) denotes the number of semantic classes of the dataset. We calculate the cross entropy loss \( L_{CE} \) with online hard example mining (Ohem) (Shrivastava, Gupta, and Girshick 2016) strategy, which can be formulated as followings,

\[
L_{\text{seg}} = L_{\text{OhemCE}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell_{CE}(i) \cdot 1 \{ \ell_{CE}(i) > \beta \} \tag{8}
\]

\[
\ell_{CE}(i) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( - \sum_{c=1}^{C} w_c \log \frac{\exp(x_{n,c})}{\exp(\sum_{k=1}^{C} x_{n,k})} - y_{n,c} \right) \tag{9}
\]

where \( \beta \) is a threshold that determines hard examples, \( y_{n,c} \) is a binary value that denotes whether the \( n \)-th sample belongs to class \( c \) and \( w_c \) controls weights for each class.

**Experiments**

**Datasets**

For image reconstruction on spikes, we adopt a synthesized dataset (Zhao et al. 2021) generated from videos in the REDS dataset (Nah et al. 2019). To test the performance in the real world, we use a real spike dataset (Zhu et al. 2020).

For semantic segmentation on spikes, we build a new synthesized spike-based dataset to train networks, due to no available datasets so far. We adopt Cityscapes (Cords et al. 2016) as the base dataset. For every video snippet in the Cityscapes, we use a state-of-the-art interpolation method M2M (Hu et al. 2022b) to interpolate intermediate frames and get high frame-rate videos. By simulating the mechanism of generating spikes, with video frames as inputs, we get spike stream \( S \) with the size of \( H \times W \times T(512 \times 1024 \times 129) \). Thus, the spike version of Cityscapes is built, which is named as ‘Spike-Cityscapes’.

**Training Details**

The whole training process is implemented with Pytorch. We use the Adam optimizer during training and set the initial learning rate to 0.0001. For image reconstruction, we train all networks for 600 epochs, and the learning rate decays to 0.00002 after 400 epochs. Models are trained on 1 NVIDIA-A100(40GB) GPU with a batch size of 16. Input batches for training are augmented with the random crop of the spatial size 128 × 128, random vertical flip, and horizontal flip. For semantic segmentation, we train all networks for 500 epochs optimized by the AdamW optimizer. For Segformer and Segformer+WGSE, the initial learning rate is 0.0002 after 10-epoch warmup and the decay rate used in optimizer set to 0.002. For PSPNet and PSPNet+WGSE, the initial learning rate is 0.001 after a 10-epoch warmup, and the decay rate used in the optimizer is set to 0.01. Input batches for training are augmented with the random crop of the spatial size 256 × 512, random vertical flip, and horizontal flip. Models are trained on 1 NVIDIA-A100(40GB) GPU with a batch size of 4.

**Experiment Results**

We evaluate the proposed WGSE on image reconstruction (IR) and semantic segmentation (SS) tasks. For IR, we compare our method with the state-of-the-arts on synthesized REDS dataset and the real dataset. For SS, we explore the validity of WGSE with PSPNet(Zhao et al. 2017) and Segformer (Xie et al. 2021) as base architectures.

**A. Qualitative and Quantitative Comparison of IR** We compare our method with the commonly used reconstruction methods, including TFI, TFP (Dong, Huang, and Tian 2017), TVS (Zhu et al. 2020), STP (Zheng et al. 2021), SSML-SCR (Chen et al. 2022) and Spk2ImgNet (Zhao et al. 2021). The Spk2ImgNet is the state-of-the-art one now,
which trains a deep CNN architecture in a supervised manner. We adopt the WGSE-1D module and concatenate it with the simple and feedforward structure illustrated in Fig. 4.

Tab. 1 reports the quantitative comparison results. We use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) as the image quality assessment. As illustrated in Tab. 1, our method outperforms all the comparison methods on both metrics. The PSNR reaches the highest 38.88dB on the synthesized dataset. From the perspective of structure, our method only concatenates WGSE with a simple CNN that consists of three residual blocks and a few convolutional layers. In addition, the WGSE module is composed of only three 1D convolutional layers, and connections are also simple. Therefore we consider our results impressive, and it is the effectiveness of the WGSE that improves the performance. In contrast, Spk2ImgNet has many complicated modules that are very time-consuming. The results demonstrate that the WGSE learns a more efficient representation for spike streams in time-frequency space. Two groups of visualized results are shown in Fig. 6, from which we can see that our method can reconstruct high-quality images from spike streams. The estimated images own fine texture and expected pixel intensity.

**B. Evaluation on Real-World Dataset of IR** To further ver-
Figure 8: Visualized results on semantic segmentation w/ or w/o WGSE. (a1)(b1)(c1) give comparison with PSPNet as the task network, (a2)(b2)(c2) give comparison with Segformer as the task network. Boxes in cyan emphasize details for comparison.

ify the generalization of our method, we train the network for reconstruction with a synthesized dataset and test on a real spike dataset composed of four challenging sequences named Fan, Train, Car, and Doll. We use three metrics to assess the image quality: NIQE (Mittal, Soundararajan, and Bovik 2013), BRISQUE (Mittal, Moorthy, and Bovik 2012), and 2D entropy (Xi, Guosui, and Ni 1999). While the smaller value indicates higher image quality for NIQE and BRISQUE, a higher value of 2D Entropy indicates higher quality because it refers to the information contained in an image. Tab. 1 reports the quantitative results on these metrics, values in bold represent top-2 results while values underlined represent the best ones.

Compared with other methods, our methods achieve all top-2 ranking on three metrics and especially performs best on BRISQUE. It indicates that our method owns good generalization on unseen real datasets. We visualize the sequence Fan and Train in Fig. 7, from which the first and the three line show full-resolution results. Figures in the second and fourth lines are zoomed patches corresponding to the blue boxes. One can find that the reconstructed images predicted by our method are clearer and more realistic, from which we can find more details of textures and contours. For example, the “ring structure” on the back of the fan is more clearly recovered by our method and the “rail” in the Train sequence has more realistic contours with stronger contrast.

C. Comparison Results of SS With spikes as input, instead of redesigning a new network, we use existing networks for RGB images (PSPNet (Zhao et al. 2017) and Segformer (B0) (Xie et al. 2021)). To fit the spike stream into these networks, we simply change their input channel to T. Our method concatenates our WGSE-1D module with the above networks. We also train these two task networks without WGSE-1D for direct comparison. We use mean IOU (mIOU), mean accuracy (mACC), and all accuracy (allAcc) as metrics. Quantitative results are given in Tab. 3. For PSPNet, with WGSE applied, mIOU raises to 0.556 from 0.531 and mAcc raises to 0.633 from 0.602, while for Segformer, mIOU raises to 0.488 from 0.464 and mAcc raises to 0.578 from 0.557. Trainable parameter numbers are given in the table. Downstream networks occupy most of the parameters. The WGSE only holds 0.021M parameters compared to 46.747M (PSPNet) and 3.779M (Segformer). The lightweight WGSE brings remarkable improvements, which demonstrates its importance. With the help of WGSE, the wavelet coefficients of spikes in the time-frequency space are learned to extract valid information for semantics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NIQE</th>
<th>BRISQUE</th>
<th>2D Entropy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFP</td>
<td>7.392</td>
<td>19.416</td>
<td>9.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFI</td>
<td>10.895</td>
<td>43.350</td>
<td>7.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVS</td>
<td>7.449</td>
<td>33.571</td>
<td>10.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP</td>
<td>5.673</td>
<td>27.556</td>
<td><strong>12.928</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSML-SCR</td>
<td>4.938</td>
<td>28.662</td>
<td>8.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk2ImgNet</td>
<td><strong>3.843</strong></td>
<td><strong>22.278</strong></td>
<td>9.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><strong>4.012</strong></td>
<td><strong>19.407</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.444</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Quantitative comparison on real datasets with no-reference metrics.
### Table 3: Quantitative comparison on semantic segmentation for models w/ or w/o WGSE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>mIOU</th>
<th>mAcc</th>
<th>allAcc</th>
<th>Params</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)PSPNet</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>46.737M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)+WGSE</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>46.758M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)SegFormer</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>3.779M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)+WGSE</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>3.800M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some visualized results are illustrated in Fig. 8 in which boxes in cyan highlight details for comparison. It can be seen that networks applied with the WGSE present higher accuracy on classifying pixels and the results are more smooth from the visualization result. To be specific, from Fig. 8(a1)(b1)(c1), compared to the network applied with WGSE, results from raw PSPNet show coarser classification results and some confusion among ‘road’, ‘sidewalk’, ‘motorcycle’, ‘car’ and ‘rider’. From Fig. 8(a2)(b2)(c2), our method shows more accurate results for discriminating ‘car’, ‘rider’, ‘sidewalk’, ‘road’, ‘bus’ and ‘building’.

### Ablation Studies and Analysis

#### A. Analysis of Wavelet Coefficients

To find detailed differences among WGSE-1d, WGSE-2d, and WGSE-3d, we analyze the output of WGSE. Fig. 9, 10, 11 show the output frames \{3, 11, 21, 31, 39\} on three test samples. Fig. 9A, 10A, 11A show in full resolution, while Fig. 9B, 10B, 11B show the enlargement of the area in the blue boxes in A. In WGSE-1d from Fig. 9, the pattern in the red and yellow box smoothly moves from the top right to the bottom left. The red box is gradually larger and the yellow box is gradually smaller. From Fig. 10, the pattern ‘Five’ on the car maintains better temporal order and clearer contours than the other two. From the pattern ‘A’ in Fig. 11, it can be seen that the output of WGSE replays the rotation process of the fan with a clear texture. It can be seen that the new stream representation learned by WGSE-1D has preserved the temporality of the original spike stream, while the WGSE-2d has not seen the retention of the temporality. As shown in Tab. 4, the reconstruction performance of 1D and 3D networks is better than that of 2D networks, which proves that the preservation of temporal information has an important advantage for image reconstruction from spike streams.

#### B. Ablation Study on Different Configurations of the WGSE.

We report ablation results for different configurations of the WGSE to further prove the validity of our method. Firstly, we validate whether our scheme of wavelet transform works or the TRCNN structure in the WGSE works. Thus, we take out the TRCNN and simply concatenate it with downstream Resblocks, which make up a new network with original spikes as input. In addition, we adjust the input channels of Resblocks with \(T\) and make them

### Table 4: Comparison results on different Conv in the WGSE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>WGSE-1d</th>
<th>WGSE-2d</th>
<th>WGSE-3d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>38.88</td>
<td>37.904</td>
<td>38.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: Output frames of WGSE-1d, WGSE-2d and WGSE-3d. The scene shows a rotating fan on which some letters are printed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>PSNR ↑</th>
<th>SSIM ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resblocks</td>
<td>38.20</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCNN + Resblocks</td>
<td>38.28</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGSE-1d(Long) + Resblocks</td>
<td>38.80</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGSE-1d + Resblocks</td>
<td>38.88</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results on different configurations of the WGSE.

A simple network. From the first two lines and the last line in Tab. 5, our method with WGSE-1D shows an advantage over the other two, which demonstrates that the WGSE outputs a good representation for the spike stream after learning with wavelet coefficients in the time-frequency space. In the second, we double the number of residual blocks and convolutional layers in TRCNN to get a complicated version of the WGSE. From the last two lines in Tab. 5, the long version of the WGSE performs worse than the proposed one, which proves that it is the proposed learning mechanism with help of the wavelet that works, rather than the parameter number.

C. Robustness for the Hyper-Parameters in the Wavelet Transform

The hyper-parameters consist of the dimension of wavelet and decomposition levels. We compare the results using Daubechies(db) wavelets with different dimensions and decomposition levels. Shorter filters or fewer levels lead to poor results because they decompose signals to less time-frequency information. Longer filters or more levels reduce computational efficiency and make the results saturated because for a finite discrete signal with a length of N, the appropriate level of decomposition is log base 2 of N. In addition, the hyper-parameters we used show good results on image reconstruction and segmentation, proving the robustness.

D. Further Analysis Compared With Denoising Algorithms

Our method aims to learn a better representation of spikes for downstream tasks in a data-driven manner, not typically used for denoising. Though, it has a certain denoising effect. To give a thorough comparison and analysis of the proposed WGSE, we adopted denoising filters for spike/DVS data and added them in the front of the network. We tested three filters with experiments on image reconstruction. The first is the mean filter plus the subsequent CNN. The PSNR is 35.801 and the SSIM is 0.962 for a spatial filter, while PSNR is 35.336 and SSIM is 0.958 for a temporal filter. The second is an STP filter for the spike data (Zheng et al. 2021), achieving 26.868 on PSNR and 0.881 on SSIM. The last one is a typical spatial-temporal filter for DVS data (Delbruck 2008), achieving 36.812 on PSNR and 0.964 on SSIM. Our method achieves 38.88 on PSNR and 0.997 on SSIM, which outperforms all these simple approaches. The reason for the better performance of our method is that after the wavelet transform, wavelet coefficients of spikes carry multi-level time-frequency information. Besides, our learning-based manner rectifies or enhances the signals by CNN, which benefits downstream tasks.

Conclusion

We propose a novel WGSE module that operates 1D DWT on the spike stream, learns to augment its wavelet coefficients and outputs new representation by IDWT. The new representation for spikes preserves temporal-ordered and effective information for visual tasks. It is the first attempt to study spikes in the time-frequency space. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the WGSE on two tasks, achieving state-of-the-art performance on the image reconstruction task and getting performance improvement on semantic segmentation. A new synthetic dataset ‘Spike-Cityscapes’ based on spikes is building, which may facilitate future studies.
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